
Concordia Launches its First Brewer  

The Ascent Brews Single-serve Pour Over Quality Coffee in Under 35 Seconds 

See the Ascent in Action at SCAA Booth #15124 

 

Seattle, WA--April 24, 2014--Concordia Beverage Systems, Inc., a global leader in self-serve 

coffee systems, announced the launch of Ascent, its latest innovation in specialty coffee 

solutions. Ascent is the first brewer to deliver both taste and speed. Using proprietary low 

pressure brewing technology, the Ascent brewer system pours a cup of café-quality brewed 

coffee in less than 35 seconds, grinding fresh beans, heating filtered water, and extracting the 

perfect cup.    

David Isett, CEO of Concordia explains, “with the Ascent, Concordia has spent more than 5 years 

and several million dollars to research, design and develop a brewing system that brings to 

brewed coffee the same taste excellence and speed that our customers have come to expect 

from our espresso coffee systems.” 

While espresso-based coffee drinks have been booming in the U.S. for nearly two decades, the 

market for commercial automated coffee equipment is still dominated by traditional brewers 

that churn out brewed coffee quickly.  The growing population of coffee aficionados have 

resorted to handcrafted pour over coffee in order to get great taste in brewed coffee.  The 

Ascent fulfills baristas’ needs for speed without sacrificing flavor.  

Marriott International’s Senior Director Food & Beverage for the Americas Bart Hosmer 

exclaims, “Concordia’s Ascent shatters the notion that good things come to those who wait … 

quality, taste, and flavor have met technology, speed, and convenience to form a robust union 

of rich tradition and modern times in a cup. This machine clearly opens the doors to provide our 

guest with a great cup of coffee in brand new places and spaces.” 

In addition, the Ascent’s unique single-serve brewing process eliminates the need to brew large 

batches of coffee (or throw away old batches that have gone stale), reducing overall coffee costs 

by up to 20% in field trials. It does not use any filters or other consumables that remove 

beneficial oils and aromatics from the customer’s cup. The Ascent features two dedicated 

grinders and additional hoppers can be used to supply extensive menu options in a café setting 

or commit to two types of fresh ground and brewed coffee to expand your brand in food service 

settings.    The Ascent pours four different drink sizes in addition to multiple carafe sizes. It can 

even pour iced coffee. 

Concordia is demonstrating the Ascent in its booth (#15124) at the Specialty Coffee Association 

of America in Seattle, WA from April 24-27, 2014.  Bronwen Serna, a roaster for Vashon Coffee 

Company and a U.S. Barista Championship competitor will be profiling attendee roasts in 



Concordia’s booth .The Ascent will retail for $9,995.00, with first units shipping in October 

2014.   

 

About Concordia Beverage Systems: Here in the Northwest, we’re known for a couple of things: 

innovative technology and an enthusiasm for coffee that borders on obsession. Founded and 

headquartered in Bellevue, Washington, Concordia Beverage Systems offers a full-range of 

super-automatic espresso machines and fully integrated beverage systems to meet the unique 

needs of your operation. We provide options for serving both moderate-volume and high-

volume locations, as well as multi-tasking attendant operations, 24/7 self-serve venues, and 

vended espresso options. All Concordia machines are made in the USA. 

Concordia Beverage Systems is located at 1287 120th Ave. N.E., Bellevue, Washington 98005. 

Telephone: 425-453-2800 and toll-free 800-995-9019  

Web site: www.concordiacoffee.com 

Email: contactus@concordiacoffee.com 
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